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Meet Big Bubba!
He’s huge in size. 

He loves to eat hearty, 
especially pies!

The Twins share a tail
and look quite the same.

Double and Trouble
by nature and name.



And this is Brainy,

with specs and all yellow.

Too clever by half,

this short little fellow.

This is Pet Robot

built from spare parts.

He is their mascot

and dear to their hearts.





On a planet far far away...
the night was about

to make way for the day.





Big Bubba lay snoozing,
getting some kip,

drifting along
on his big island ship...





Nothing could wake him,
and boy! could he snore!

When a giant TV
crashed up on the shore.



Big Bubba awoke
with the loudest of sighs

and on the TV
was the biggest of pies!

Big Bubba





His stomach, it grumbled,
it rattled and rumbled

all at the sight
of this big apple crumble!



Big Bubba sniffed and licked the TV,
for a big juicy pie, was all he could see.





He bounced around
with joy and delight,

and gobbled it up
all in one bite.



He spluttered and splattered,
as he tried to digest,

but this pie was different
from all of the rest.







The Twins appeared
and let out a giggle.

They bounded towards him
and started to tickle...





Big Bubba wobbled
and tried to shout,

but they carried on tickling
until it popped out.

Big Bubba





The TV whooshed
way up to the sky,
until it was gone,

and so was his pie.



But then with a BANG!
It fell to the ground.



The pie in the picture
came back with the sound.





He longed and longed
for that pie on the telly.

Would he ever learn
to think with his mind,

not his belly?



Then Brainy popped over,
his big ears were glowing.

He pressed the button...
Wow! the footie was showing!







The noise it was deafening,
The Bongles they roared,

they jumped up and down,
each time their team scored!





The stars came out,
and the moon lit the sea.
They all started yawning, 

it was night time you see...





And there lay Bubba
under his tree,

dreaming of cream pies
on a TV.
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OTHER TITLES:

BABY GAGA: A baby Bongle washes up in a basket, and becomes a singing sensation.

BATHTUB BOATING: Two bath tubs wash up, resulting in the Bongle Boat Race.

LAPTOP LUNCH: A laptop washes up, and robot Pet Bongle has micro chips for lunch. 

FLOWER POWER SHOWER: Fun and games when a shower washes up. 

After endless games it is eventually put to good use to water the plants and grow vegetables.

UNDERPANTS DANCE: Underpants are used for everything but what they were designed for.

PHOTO BOOTH FUN: The Bongles discover their own image for the first time, when a photo booth washes up.

LET IT BEE: Honey comes from the bees, but they carry a sting in their tail.

LAZY-BOY LOVE: A lazyboy chair washes up and Big Bubba falls in love.

COCKATOO YOU: The Bongles try to master Parrot Language.

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE: Kangaroos are given specially designed boxing gloves by Brainy, so as to stop them from hurting themselves. 

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE: A bottle washes up with a strange message

CUDDLY TOY JOY: A teddy bear washes up and the Twins find a new friend
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